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Classes of Goods 

Parts of the machines of Tariff heading No. 84.40 ( excluding parts of dry-cleaning, washing and laundry 
machines, bleaching and dyeing machinery, and drying machines) 

Sewing machines, domestic 

Sewing machines, industrial 

Parts of sewing machines 

Sewing machine needles 

Machinery (other than sewing machines) for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather 
(including boot and shoe machinery) 

Articles and materials designed or specially suited for dental and medical purposes, viz: casting 
machines 

Ingot moulds 

Rolls for rolling mills 

Automatic single and multi-spindle bar lathes; automatic chucking lathes 

Multi-spindle drills, radial drilling machines not less than 1 inch capacity 

Duplicating, profiling and pantograph milling machines 

Internal or external cylindrical grinding machines; centreless grinders. 

Hypodermic needle clippers specially suited for destroying disposable needles 

Machine tools for working metal or metallic carbides not being machines falling within Tariff heading 
No. 84.49 or 84.50, viz: Other kinds (excluding presses, hydraulic; presses, mechanical and hand 
operated, up to and including 100 tons capacity; metal sawing machines; bending, rolling, sheet
metal folding, wheeling, power operated swaging, continuous spouting, continuous ridging 
machines; abrasive cut-off machines; metal working guillotines; sheet metal rollers; box and pan 
folders; press brakes; roll forming machines; bar and tube bending machines; punch and shearing 
machines; chain saw sharpeners) 

Machine tools for working stone, ceramics, concrete, asbestos-cement and like mineral materials or 
for working glass in the cold, other than machines falling within heading No. 84.49 

Machine tools for working wood, cork, bone, ebonite, hard artificial plastic materials or other hard 
carving materials, viz: machines for knot boring, wood splitting, slicing and paring 

Accessories catalogued for use with portable electric power tools 

Accessories and parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machines falling within Tariff 
heading No. 84.45 to 84.47, including work and tool holders, self-opening die heads, dividing heads 
and other appliances for machine tools; tool holders for any type of tool or machine tool for working 
in the hand (other than die sets for use on metal working presses) 

Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic or with self-contained non-electric motor (excluding grease 
guns and other force feed lubricating equipment) 


